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The Academy of Accounting Historians

SCHEDULE OF ACADEMY FUNCTIONS

The tentative schedule of Academy Functions for 2000 are as follows:

AAH Strategy Session
April 14, 10:00 a.m.
Indianapolis, IN

Spring Meeting, Trustees, Officers and Key Members
April 15, Noon, Lunch
Midwest Region - AAA
April 13-15, 2000
Crowne Plaza Union Square
Indianapolis, IN

Meeting of Trustees, Officers, and Key Members
Membership Reception
CPE Sessions
Annual Meeting, AAA
August 13-16, 2000
Philadelphia, PA

2000 Research Conference
with Ohio State University Hall of Fame
Annual Business Meeting
November 9–11, 2000
Hyatt on Capital Square
Columbus, OH

WANTED MANUSCRIPTS AND ITEMS OF INTEREST

Anyone wishing to submit short article manuscripts, notes, cartoons, shaggy dog stories, letters to the editor, or other items to THE ACCOUNTING HISTORIANS NOTEBOOK should send the material for consideration to the editor, Elliott L. Slocum, School of Accountancy, Georgia State University, P.O. Box 4050, Atlanta, Georgia 30302.
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